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ABSTRACT: We present a ﬁrst-principles investigation of the structure, stability, and reactivity of Au nanoparticles (NPs)
supported on ZnO. The morphologies of supported Au NPs are predicted using the formation energy of Au surfaces and the
adhesion energy between Au and the dominant ZnO surfaces exposed on ZnO tetrapods. We show how Zn interstitials (a stable
intrinsic defect in ZnO) are attracted toward the Au/ZnO interface and in the presence of oxygen can lead to the encapsulation
of Au by ZnO, an eﬀect that is observed experimentally. We ﬁnd that O2 molecules absorb preferentially at the perimeter of the
NP in contact with the ZnO support. These results provide atomistic insight into the structure of ZnO-supported Au NPs with
relevance to CO oxidation.
Together with the calculated formation energies of Au surfaces,
we then obtain the equilibrium NP morphology using the
Wulﬀ−Kaichew construction.28 By constructing explicit atomic
scale models of the most stable supported Au NPs, we
investigate their interaction with oxygen. We show how Zn
interstitials (a stable intrinsic defect in ZnO) are attracted
toward the Au/ZnO interface and in the presence of oxygen
can form ZnO monomers, which attach at the perimeter of the
NP, suggesting a mechanism for the ZnO encapsulation
observed experimentally. We ﬁnd that O2 molecules absorb on
both the exposed Au facets as well as the perimeter of the NP
(coordinating to both Au atoms and a Zn atom in the support)
with the latter being more stable. These results provide
atomistic insight into the structure and properties of ZnOsupported Au NPs with relevance to CO oxidation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Au nanoparticles (NPs) supported on ZnO are attractive for a
wide range of catalytic applications including CO oxidation,1−9
selective hydrogenation of aldehydes,10−12 oxidation of
salicylic alcohols,13 photoelectrochemial water splitting14 and
photocatalytic degradation of dyes.15,16 As a support, ZnO also
oﬀers exciting opportunities to tune porosity, optical, chemical,
and mechanical properties through the synthesis of tailored
ZnO tetrapods and other low-dimensional morphologies.17−24
Au NPs supported on ZnO tetrapods have been shown to
provide very high catalytic performance for CO oxidation
compared to other catalytic systems.5,6,25 Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) imaging suggests that annealing
in the presence of oxygen can lead to the encapsulation of Au
NPs by ZnO and a reduction of activity.26 However, the
mechanism behind this eﬀect remains unclear. Although Au
NPs on various oxide supports (including MgO, TiO2, CeO2,
and Fe2O31−4) have been studied extensively by ﬁrst-principles
calculations, Au/ZnO tetrapod systems remain relatively
unexplored. Together with the fact that direct information
on atomic scale structure and chemical properties of these
systems are challenging to obtain means that the current
understanding of the structure and chemical properties of
ZnO-supported Au NPs is fairly limited.
In this article, we present a density functional theory (DFT)
investigation into the structure and properties of Au NPs
supported on ZnO. To predict the morphology of Au NPs, we
ﬁrst determine the atomic structures and adhesion energies for
all possible interfaces between the three low-index surfaces of
Au and the two surfaces exposed on ZnO tetrapods.17,26,27
© XXXX American Chemical Society

2. BACKGROUND
Wurtzite ZnO has lattice constants of a = 3.24 and c/a = 1.60
and a band gap of 3.44 eV.29,30 O vacancies and interstitials
(octahedral site) are the most stable point defects in ZnO
leading to intrinsic n-type conductivity.31 DFT calculations
using local or semilocal exchange−correlation (XC) functionals provide a reasonable description of the structure of
ZnO (e.g., a = 3.20 and c/a = 1.61 using LDA32,33) but lead to
a signiﬁcant underestimation of the band gap.34 Hybrid
functional approximations to XC (such as the HSE functional)
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the adsorption and dissociation of the O2 molecule, either on
the Au NP, at the perimeter in contact with the support or at
O vacancy sites in the support. For large unsupported Au NPs,
O2 molecules are predicted to adsorb weakly (Eads = −0.08
eV),59−61 but following dissociation, O atoms relocate to
bridge sites where they are adsorbed much more strongly (Eads
= −2.54 eV).61,62 For supported NPs, diﬀerences in atomic
structure, charge transfer from the support, and the presence of
the Au-support interface at the perimeter can lead to signiﬁcant
modiﬁcation of O2 adsorption and dissociation properties. A
few recent theoretical studies have investigated possible
reaction mechanisms for small Au clusters (around 10
atoms) supported on ZnO.63,64 Although the NPs observed
in experimental studies are much larger (3−4 nm in diameter),
corresponding theoretical models are so far missing.

give much more accurate predictions of the band gap (3.2 eV)
and also properties of point defects.35,36 There have been many
experimental studies of the electronic properties of defects in
ZnO using techniques such as electron paramagnetic
resonance and photoluminescence spectroscopy.31,37−39 The
consistent picture that emerges from the experiment and
hybrid functional DFT calculations is that the O vacancy is a
deep donor with a defect level located around 1 eV below the
conduction band minimum,36,40 and the interstitial is a shallow
donor with approximately 0.05 eV ionization energy.31,35,36,39
However, hybrid DFT approaches are computationally very
expensive and less suited to modeling systems, which contain
metallic components (such as supported metal NPs). An
alternative is provided by the combination of the GGA + U
approach together with nonlocal external potentials (GGA +
NLEP + U), which has been shown to give an accurate
description of both the crystal structure and band gap for ZnO
(a = 3.20, c/a = 1.58, and Eg = 3.23 eV) but at a much reduced
computational cost compared to hybrid functional approaches.41−44
A wide range of ZnO nanostructures including nanocombs,
nanorings, nanobelts, and nanorods can be synthesized using
solvothermal, chemical vapor deposition, and solid−vapor
thermal sublimation approaches. 17,27,45,46 Nanorods are
typically elongated in the [0001] direction, hexagonal in
cross-section, and expose {101̅0} and {112̅0} surfaces along
their length.18,26,27,47 Nanorods can be arranged into diﬀerent
hierarchical structures oﬀering opportunities to tailor for
speciﬁc applications. ZnO tetrapods (nanosized rod-shaped
ZnO crystals joined to form a tetrahedron) are particularly well
studied and have been used as a support for Au NPs for
catalytic applications (discussed below). X-ray diﬀraction
shows that ZnO nanorods (including tetrapod morphologies)
have a wurtzite crystal structure.
Au NPs have been extremely well studied experimentally
and theoretically, both unsupported and supported on various
oxide supports.25,48−50 The experimental lattice constant of
face-centered cubic (fcc) Au is 4.08 Å, and a slightly larger
lattice constant is usually obtained by DFT calculations.51,52
The three most stable surfaces of the Au fcc structure are
(100), (110), and (111) leading to a truncated-octahedral
equilibrium crystal shape.53 The structure of Au NPs on
various oxide supports has been studied theoretically and
experimentally.54,55 Usually, interface structures that maximize
the number of Au−O bonds are the most stable. In some cases,
oxide supports can induce drastic changes in the morphology
of NPs and chemisorption properties, known as the strong
metal-support interaction (SMSI).56−58 For example, encapsulation of Au NPs by TiO2 has been observed on TiO2
substrates under heating.54 The structure and properties of Au
NPs supported on ZnO are less well studied although some
electron microscopy investigations show Au NP adsorption
along the branches of ZnO tetrapods.25,26 The observation of
the encapsulation of Au NPs supported on ZnO by heating in
the presence of O2 is indicative of a SMSI in the Au/ZnO
system. However, the origins of the eﬀect are not understood.26
There have been a large number of experimental studies
demonstrating ZnO-supported Au NPs exhibit high activity for
a wide range of oxidation and hydrogenation reactions.1−6,10−12 The activity for CO oxidation has been found
to be around two times that for similar-sized NPs on other
supports.25 For all possible reaction mechanisms, a key step is

3. METHODS
First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations
are performed using the GGA + U method in combination
with the nonlocal external potential (NELP) approach using
the VASP code.65,66 The Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)
XC functional is employed.67 The NELP parameters, which
depend on the atomic species and the angular momentum, are
as follows: ΔVZn,s = +9.4 eV, ΔVZn,p = −1.2 eV, ΔVO,s = −6.4
eV, and ΔVO,p = −2.0 eV. These NLEP parameters are ﬁtted to
reproduce as closely as possible the experimental crystal
structure as well as the electronic properties of ZnO by
reference to GW calculations. Full details can be found in the
following references.44,68 A U value of +7.0 eV is applied to the
d-orbitals of Zn. The Brillouin zone (BZ) is sampled with a
Monkhorst−Pack (MP) grid, and the plane-wave basis set is
truncated at an energy of 400 eV. The following electrons are
treated as valence: Au (6s1 5d10), Zn (3d10 4p2), and O (2s2
2p4). For the primitive cell calculations (bulk Au and ZnO), a
13 × 13 × 13 MP grid is used for BZ sampling. The calculated
lattice constants of ZnO are a = 3.20 Å and c/a = 1.58, and the
calculated band gap is 3.20 eV at the Γ-point in reasonable
agreement with the experiment. The optimized lattice constant
of bulk Au is predicted to be 4.14 Å, which is consistent with
other PBE calculations (4.17 Å) and experimental observations
(4.08 Å).52 Tables 1 and 2 summarize the supercells used for
all Au/ZnO interfaces and supported Au NP calculations,
respectively.
Table 1. Properties of Supercells Used to Model Interfaces
Between Au and ZnO Including the Dimensions of
Supercells, the Number of Repeated Unit Cells of Au and
ZnO, the Lattice Strain Supplied to Aua
ZnO(101̅0)

Au(001)

Au(110)

Au(111)

size of the supercell (Å2)
Au(x, y)
ZnO(x, y)
lattice strain of Au(x, y)
ZnO(112̅0)

12.78 × 20.24
3×5
4×5
−3%, 3%
Au(001)

3.19 × 20.24
1 × 5 R90
1×4
−8%, 2%
Au(110)

3.19 × 5.06
1×1
1×1
−9%, 0%
Au(111)

size of the supercell (Å2)
Au(x, y)
ZnO(x, y)
lattice strain of Au(x, y)

5.53 × 15.18
2 × 5 R45
1×3
5%, −3%

5.53 × 20.24
2 × 5 R90
1×4
5%, 2%

5.53 × 5.06
2×1
1×1
5%, 0%

a

B

All properties are shown for both x- and y-directions.
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meanwhile (110) and (001) surfaces show similar formation
energies of 0.87 J m−2.
Using the Wulﬀ construction, the predicted morphology of
the Au NP is truncated-octahedral (t-Oh) as shown in Figure 1

Table 2. Properties of Supercells Used to Model Au NPs
Supported on ZnO Surfaces
3

supercell size (Å )
no. Au atoms
no. ZnO atoms

AuNP/ZnO(101̅0)

AuNP/ZnO(112̅0)

28.75 × 25.30 × 23.00
94
540

27.66 × 25.30 × 30.00
67
600

To predict the morphology of the Au NPs using the Wulﬀ−
Kaichew construction, we calculate the Au surface formation
energies in the following way28
1
γ=
(Etot − Nμ)
(1)
2A
where A is the cross-sectional area of the surface slab, Etot is the
total energy of the surface slab, N is the number of formula
units in the surface slab, and μ is the chemical potential of Au
(i.e., the total energy per atom in the bulk crystal).
To calculate adhesion energies between Au and ZnO,
supercells are constructed containing an interface between Au
and ZnO slabs, again with a vacuum gap separating the two
free surfaces. The adhesion energy is then calculated in the
following way
1
γad = (EAu + EZnO − EAu/ZnO)
(2)
A
where EAu/ZnO is the total energy of the optimized Au/ZnO
interfacial system and EAu and EZnO are the total energies of the
optimized isolated Au and ZnO slabs.
To assess the stability of point defects at the interface
between Au and ZnO surfaces, we calculate the segregation
energy deﬁned with respect to the bulk as
d
d
Es = Einterface
− E bulk

Edinterface

Figure 1. Predicted shape of the unsupported Au t-Oh NP obtained
using the Wulﬀ construction. (a) The predicted morphology and (b)
an atomic structure consisting of 225 Au atoms.

consisting of six (001) facets and eight (111) facets. The area
of the (111) facets accounts for 93 % of the total area. The
calculated proportion of the (111) surface is in good
agreement with recent theoretical results using standard DFT
approaches.53
4.2. Structure and Adhesion Energy of Au/ZnO
Interfaces. To determine the morphology of Au NPs
supported on ZnO surfaces, we calculate the adhesion energy
of interfaces between Au and ZnO surfaces. In the interface
calculation, we consider (001), (110), and (111) Au surfaces
and (101̅0) and (112̅0) ZnO surfaces (which are the common
surfaces on ZnO nanorods18,26,47). Therefore, there are six
diﬀerent interfaces between the Au and ZnO surfaces. For
each, we construct supercells that minimize the strain (the
strain is applied to the Au slab in all cases) and determine the
most stable structure. The lattice strain applied to the Au
surfaces is in the range from 0 to 10% depending on the
interface. Figure 2 shows the atomic structure of the most

(3)

Edbulk

where
and
represent the total energy of the Au/
ZnO system with a point defect at the interface and in the bulk,
respectively.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Morphology of Au Nanoparticles. We consider
three low-index surfaces, (001), (110), and (111), and
calculate their formation energies to predict the equilibrium
morphology of the unsupported Au NPs. The dimensions of
supercells for (001), (110), and (111) surface calculations are
4.15 × 4.15 × 30.00, 4.15 × 2.93 × 30.00, and 2.93 × 5.08 ×
30.00 Å, respectively. These supercells contain a vacuum gap at
least 10 Å normal to the surfaces in the z-direction. A 7 × 7 ×
1 MP gird is used for BZ sampling to optimize the Au surface
structures with 1 k-point in the direction normal to the
surfaces. Table 3 summarizes the calculated formation energies
of the three optimized Au surfaces. The (111) surface is the
most energetically stable surface with γ111 = 0.656 J m−2,
Table 3. Calculated Surface Formation Energies for the
Three Low-Index Surfaces of fcc Au Together with Results
from Recent DFT Calculations for Comparison
this work
surface
(001)
(110)
(111)

previous works
γ (J m−2)

0.869
0.872
0.656

Figure 2. Atomic structure of the interfaces between Au and ZnO
surfaces. The upper and lower panels show the top and side views,
respectively. The gold, gray, and red spheres represent Au, Zn, and O
atoms, respectively.

0.87352
0.90051
0.73452
C
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diﬀerences in the bond formation between interfacial Au
atoms and the subsurfaces of the ZnO surfaces. The
interplanar distances between the two topmost layers are
0.85 and 1.56 Å for the ZnO(101̅0) and ZnO(112̅0) surfaces,
respectively. Consequently, the subsurface of the ZnO(101̅0)
has a stronger interaction with the interfacial Au atoms, which
further increases the adhesion energy. Therefore, the Au
surfaces attach on the ZnO(101̅0) surface with stronger
adhesion energy than the ZnO(112̅0) surface.
The predicted morphology of the supported Au NPs is
determined using the Wulﬀ−Kaishew construction and is
shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a−f represents the Au NPs
supported on ZnO(101̅0) and (112̅0) surfaces with diﬀerent
Au facets contacting, respectively. These morphologies show
that Au NPs supported on ZnO(112̅0) possess a relatively
larger dimension normal to the ZnO surface. To assess the
stability of diﬀerent supported Au NPs, we calculate the total
surface free energy

stable conﬁguration for each interface. In addition, Table 4
summarizes the details of the supercells employed and the key
results. Each supercell includes at least 8 layers of ZnO and 8
layers of Au along the z-direction.
Table 4. Adhesion Energies for the Six Diﬀerent Interfaces
between Au and ZnO Surfaces
ZnO(101̅0)
Au(001) Au(110)
Ead
(J m−2)

0.574

0.717

ZnO(112̅0)
Au(111) Au(001) Au(110) Au(111)
0.812

0.433

0.421

0.413

The interface between Au(111) and the ZnO(101̅0) surface
has the strongest adhesion Ead = 0.8 J m−2. The three interfaces
between Au and ZnO(112̅0) have similar adhesion energies of
around 0.4 J m−2. Due to the lattice mismatch at the interface,
the Au atoms of (001) and (110) surfaces are not well aligned
to speciﬁc sites of the ZnO surfaces. The Au atom can sit on
the top of the O, the hollow site of the hexagonal structure and
the bridge site of two O atoms. However, for the interfaces
between Au(111) and ZnO surfaces, the Au atoms locate
directly above the O atoms, as shown in the top view of Figure
2c,f. This Au−O bonding arrangement is more stable and
increases the adhesion energy. The similar stable bond
formation also has been reported for Au NPs supported on
the MgO(001) surface.55 Besides the pristine surface, we also
investigated the inﬂuence of O vacancies in the ZnO surfaces
on the adhesion energy. We ﬁnd that an increase in the defect
concentration of around 1 nm−2 increases the adhesion energy
by 0.4 J m−2.
To provide deeper insight, we perform Bader analysis to
assess the charge transfer between interface ZnO atoms and Au
atoms.69 In addition, we calculate the vertical distance (l)
between Au and ZnO surfaces. Figure 3 shows both vertical

E TSF =

∑ Aijk γijk
ijk

(4)

where Aijk and γijk represent the area and the formation energy
of the speciﬁc (ijk) facets, respectively. For the total surface
free-energy calculation, we consider a ﬁxed NP volume of 46
nm3. The total surface free energies of Au nanoparticles in
Figure 4a−c are 362, 330, and 265 eV per Au NP, respectively.
Meanwhile, the total surface free energy is 376 eV for all Au
NPs supported on the ZnO(112̅0) surface. The calculation
demonstrates that the total surface free-energy diﬀerence
between Au NPs supported on the same ZnO surface is less
than 0.025 eV per Au atom. Therefore, these three kind of
morphologies theoretically survive on both ZnO surfaces. We
note that the predicted morphologies are in very good
agreement with experimental STEM observations of ZnOsupported Au NPs.26
4.3. Au Nanoparticles Supported on ZnO Surfaces.
Based on the predicted morphologies above, we construct
explicit atomic models of supported Au NPs to study
molecular oxygen adsorption. We construct two supercells as
shown in Figure 5, one for the most stable morphology on
each ZnO surface. The dimensions of the supercells, the
number of Au atoms, and the number of ZnO atoms are
summarized in Table 5. To prevent the distortion of the ZnO
slab during geometry optimization, the coordinates of the
bottom layer of the ZnO slab are frozen (6 ZnO layers in total
for both slabs). The initial geometry of the interfaces between
Au NPs and ZnO surfaces is such that Au atoms are directly
located on top of the O atoms. Table 5 also summarizes the
calculated adhesion energy, average distance, lattice strain (in
the interfacial Au layer), and charge transfer from the ZnO to
Au atoms. The calculation shows that the adhesion energy and
the vertical distance are reduced compared to the corresponding extended interfaces between Au and ZnO surfaces. The
charge transfer is also twice larger than in the slab systems.
These results indicate that the interaction between the Au and
ZnO surfaces is enhanced for smaller NPs, which may be due
to the reduced lattice strain of the interfacial Au atoms
(reduced by 4.4 and 3.2% for the ZnO(101̅0) and (112̅0)
surfaces, respectively). The average Au−Au bond length of
both Au NPs supported on ZnO surfaces is 2.85 Å, which is
shorter than the Au−Au bond length in bulk Au (2.93 Å).
Figure 5 also shows the charged state of the supported Au
NPs in two orientations (side and bottom views). Bader

Figure 3. Average separation distance (between Au and ZnO
surfaces)l(top) and the adhesion energy Ead (bottom) as a function
of the total charge transfer (from ZnO to Au).

distance and adhesion energy as a function of the charge
transfer. The trend shows that smaller vertical distance is
associated with increased charge transfer and stronger adhesion
for both ZnO surfaces. However, the adhesion energy of Au
surfaces supported on ZnO(112̅0) is less sensitive to charge
transfer compared to interfaces between Au and ZnO(101̅0).
We suggest that the diﬀerence in sensitivity is due to
D
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Figure 4. Predicted morphologies of ZnO-supported Au NPs for diﬀerent orientation relationships (as shown in below panels).

Figure 5. (a) Atomic structure of an Au NP supported on ZnO(101̅0). The gold, gray, and red spheres represent the Au, Zn, and O atoms,
respectively. (b) Corresponding visualization of the NP (viewed from two diﬀerent angles) with atoms colored according to their Bader charge.
Panels (c) and (d) show the same information for an Au NP supported on ZnO(112̅0).

show that although there is a net charge transfer from ZnO to
the Au NP, Au atoms at the interface can be positively or
negatively charged.
4.4. Encapsulation of Au by ZnO. As discussed in
Section 2, experimental studies have shown that Au NPs can
become encapsulated by ZnO by annealing in the presence of
oxygen. Zn interstitials are a common defect in ZnO and also
are predicted to have fairly low barriers to diﬀusion (0.2−0.3
eV). 70 Therefore, one possible mechanism for ZnO
encapsulation is the diﬀusion of Zn interstitials from the
support to the surface where they could react with O2 to form
ZnO monomers. To explore the feasibility of this mechanism,
we assess the stability of interstitials in various positions within
the slab both in O-poor and O-rich conditions. We ﬁrst
introduce a neutral Zn interstitial in the four diﬀerent sites

Table 5. Calculated Properties of ZnO-Supported Au NPs
γad (J m−2)
avg. distance (Å)
avg. lattice strain (%)
chg. transfer (e nm−2)
total chg. transfer (e)

AuNP/ZnO(101̅0)

AuNP/ZnO(112̅0)

1.16
2.29
4.63
0.81
1.46

0.94
2.42
1.81
0.79
0.60

analysis indicates that only the interfacial Au atoms are charged
(colored in red or blue in Figure 5), with charges between
+0.20 and −0.26 e. The positively and negatively charged Au
atoms at the interfaces adopt linear and zigzag conﬁgurations
for the ZnO(101̅0) and (112̅0) surfaces, respectively. These
particular patterns are due to the arrangement of the negatively
charged O ions at the interfaces (Figure 2c,f). These results
E
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shown in Figure 6 and assess stability in the O-poor condition.
Site A is the interstitial in bulk ZnO for which by deﬁnition the

Figure 6. Four diﬀerent sites for the Zn interstitial. Site A is in bulk.
Site B and C are at the center and edge of the interface between Au
NPs and ZnO support. Site D is just outside the perimeter of the Au
NPs.

segregation energy is zero. Sites B and C are interstitial sites at
the interface between the Au NPs and ZnO support. The
former is in the middle and the latter at the edge of the NP.
Finally, site D is just outside the perimeter of the Au NP. We
computed the segregation energy of the interstitial at these
four sites for NPs on both ZnO surfaces to assess their relative
stability (shown in Table 6). The results indicate that the

Figure 7. Atomic structure for supported Au NPs in the presence of
an additional adsorbed oxygen atom (provided by an oxygen
molecule). (a) Au NP supported on ZnO(101̅0) and (b) Au NP
supported on ZnO(102̅0). (top) Conﬁgurations with a Zn interstitial
at site C. (bottom) Conﬁguration with the Zn interstitial in site D
forming a ZnO monomer with an adsorbed O atom. The greendashed circle (in the top (b)) highlights the partially obscured Zn
atom at the interface between the Au NP and ZnO(112̅0) surfaces.
Atoms are colored as in previous ﬁgures. The additional adsorbed O
atom is represented by a green sphere.

Table 6. Segregation Energy for the Zn Interstitial to
Diﬀerent Sites in the Au NP/ZnO System (see Figure 6)
segregation energy (eV)
supports

site A

site B

site C

site D

ZnO(101̅0)
ZnO(112̅0)

0.0
0.0

−3.2
−2.5

−4.9
−2.9

−4.8
−2.4

The above calculations indicate that the presence of Zn
interstitials can lead to the formation of ZnO near the
perimeter of the Au NPs in O-rich conditions. Further
segregation, diﬀusion, and reaction could lead to a number of
diﬀerent scenarios such as the association of ZnO monomers
into chains, growth of ZnO on the Au facets, or the formation
of a ZnO ﬁlm at the Au/ZnO interface. Since the formation of
bulk ZnO is most favorable thermodynamically, the growth of
thick ZnO encapsulation layers on Au or the formation of a
ZnO ﬁlm at the Au/ZnO interface is likely to be the most
stable options. However, kinetic factors will likely play an
important role in determining how the structure evolves in this
high nonequilibrium process.
4.5. O2 Adsorption on ZnO-Supported Au Nanoparticles. We next systematically adsorb O2 molecules at
diﬀerent sites on the supported Au NPs and calculate the
corresponding adsorption energy Eads. We note that the PBE
XC functional we employ has been shown in previous studies
to be reliable for general trends in molecular oxygen
adsorption.63,71 Figure 8 shows the stable conﬁgurations of
molecular oxygen adsorbed on ZnO-supported Au NPs. There
are four types of stable conﬁgurations found in our
calculations: (I) O2 molecules adsorbed on top of Au atoms
on (001) facets, (II) dissociative adsorption at bridge sites on
the (001) facet, (III) O2 molecule adsorption between the
perimeter of Au particles and an atom from the support, and
(IV) O2 molecule adsorption between a ZnO monomer
formed at the NP perimeter and the Au NP. The presence of
ZnO monomers at the perimeter may be a transient feature as
the system evolves (e.g., toward full or partial encapsulation of
the particle by ZnO). Bond lengths (l) are shown in the ﬁgures
for speciﬁc atom pairs. lO−O is the distance between adsorbed
O atoms, whereas other bond lengths are between the
adsorbed O atoms and adjacent atoms (such as Au and Zn
atoms). Adsorption types I, III, and IV involve molecular
adsorption with lO−O ∼ 1.3 Å, which is slightly greater than in

interstitial prefers segregation to the Au/ZnO interface but
with a preference for sites near the perimeter of the NP. We
note that the electronic properties of the Zn interstitial in the
bulk and Au/ZnO interface systems are diﬀerent. The former
is doubly ionized with two electrons delocalized in the ZnO
conduction band, whereas in the latter case, the electrons are
transferred to Au since the Fermi energy lies within the ZnO
band gap. As a result, the absolute formation energy is
correspondingly reduced.
To assess stability in an O-rich environment, we introduce
an additional O atom into the system. We consider two
conﬁgurations for each ZnO support. One has the Zn
interstitial in site C. The second has the Zn interstitial in
site D with an oxygen atom added (supplied by an oxygen
molecule) forming a ZnO monomer. The optimized structures
of the former and latter conﬁgurations are shown in the top
and bottom panels of Figure 7. The total energy diﬀerences
between the two conﬁgurations are −2.1 and −1.2 eV,
respectively (i.e., ZnO formation is thermodynamically
favorable in O-rich conditions). The energy of the oxygen
atom is taken as half the total energy of an oxygen molecule.
One could also consider that a dissociated oxygen atom may
be present on the Au NP (as a result of the CO oxidation
reaction, for example). The formation energies, in this case, are
−1.1 and −0.8 eV (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). The bond length of the ZnO monomer is
approximately 2.0 Å, which is similar to the bond length in
wurtzite ZnO. The segregation energy for a Zn interstitial to
the bare ZnO surface is much smaller than at the NP perimeter
(−0.55 eV for both the ZnO(101̅0) and ZnO(112̅0) surfaces).
Therefore, we predict that the formation of ZnO at the
perimeter of the Au NPs to be more favorable than the
formation of ZnO islands.
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Several factors may inﬂuence the accuracy of our predictions
that warrant some discussion. First, the NLEP + U method is
an empirical approach ﬁtted to the experimental parameters
(such as the lattice constant and band gap). Although the
formation enthalpy and surface formation energy of bulk ZnO
are consistent with the experimental observation and hybrid
calculation, we found that the work functions of wurtzite ZnO
and fcc Au predicted by the GGA + NLEP + U calculation are
not in the correct order. The exact diﬀerence of work function
between ZnO and Au should be 0.62 eV, but the calculated
diﬀerence is −0.76 eV. Due to the nonlinear correlation
between work function and NLEP parameters, it is diﬃcult to
ﬁnd parameters that describe all properties accurately. An
accurate calculation of work functions of metals and oxides
using a consistent approach is very challenging. Standard GGA
may underestimate the ZnO ionization potential, and hybrid
functionals are likely to be more appropriate. However, hybrid
functionals will give poor results for the metal. The GGA +
NLEP + U approach is a compromise, which provides
reasonable electronic properties for Au and ZnO while being
computationally cheap enough for calculations on systems with
up to 600 atoms. This approximation may lead to some
inaccuracy in the position of the Au Fermi energy, which may
aﬀect predictions of charge transfer between Au and ZnO but
should not aﬀect any of our main conclusions.
In Section 4.2, we predicted the shape of Au NPs by
computing the adhesion energy between stoichiometric Au and
ZnO slabs. Although a global cluster optimization is beyond
the scope of this study, we note that the structure of Au NPs
can be sensitive to the approximations employed73−75
particularly for small NP sizes. The size of NPs in the
experimental Au/ZnO catalysts is around 5 nm where one
should expect truncated-octahedral shapes to dominate. The
simulated Au NPs are approximately 2 nm in size due to
computational limitations. However, the predicted morphologies are similar to those found in experimental TEM images.26
The presence of Zn-rich ZnO surfaces due to the segregation
of Zn interstitials may also inﬂuence the equilibrium shape of
supported Au NPs. To address this point, we computed
adhesion energies in the presence of Zn interstitials and found
that adhesion energies can be increased further for Zn-rich
interfaces (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information). In
this case, the predicted height of the Au NPs would be
correspondingly reduced, but the shape is unchanged
qualitatively.
The other main factor aﬀecting accuracy is the limited
number of oxygen adsorption conﬁgurations considered.
Possible adsorption conﬁgurations are obtained by a systematic
investigation, but the real situation may involve more varied
modes of adsorption. Molecular dynamics simulation could be
an alternative approach to model the adsorption to obtain
more possible conﬁgurations, but the huge computational cost
makes it currently unfeasible. O2 and CO adsorption and
dissociation may, in practice, include many intermediate steps,
such as O atom diﬀusion. Indeed, many recent works already
provided many constructive results on the transition barriers
for CO oxidation.63,64,71 Although the precise dynamics of O
atoms during CO oxidation on Au NPs supported on ZnO
surface is beyond the scope of this work, we can still provide
some useful insights into reactivity.

Figure 8. Adsorption energy and atomic conﬁguration of molecular
oxygen adsorbed on ZnO-supported Au nanoparticles. (a−d) Atomic
structures of O2 molecules adsorbed on Au NPs supported on
ZnO(101̅0). (e−g) Atomic structures of O2 molecules adsorbed on
Au NPs supported on ZnO(112̅0). Both highlight the diﬀerent types
of adsorption (labeled I−IV). Atoms are colored as in previous
ﬁgures. The blue spheres represent the adsorbed O2 molecule.

the gas phase (lO−O = 1.1 Å). Type II adsorption is dissociative
leaving O atoms adsorbed on the bridge sites of the Au(001)
facet with lO−O ∼ 4.7 Å. The O−Au bond length for all sites is
in the range from 2.0 to 2.3 Å. The adsorption energies for
type I and II are comparable even though the adsorption sites
and geometries are very diﬀerent. A similar eﬀect has been
observed for oxygen adsorption on MgO-supported Au NPs.55
Bader analysis shows that the Au atoms adjacent to the O2
molecule transfer around 0.3 electrons to the molecule. In the
case of type II adsorption, the charge transfer increases to
around 0.8 electrons. The charge transfer shows a good
agreement with the recent work.72 The Zn atoms (in type III
and IV sites) transfer around 1.0−1.2 electrons to the
dissociatively adsorbed of O atoms, giving a similar charge
state to that of an O atom in bulk ZnO (−1.4 e). The Zn atom
and the Au atom transfer 0.7 and 0.6 electrons to the molecular
O atoms. The adsorption energies shown in Figure 8c,d,f,g
demonstrate that the ZnO monomer (or the Zn atom)
provides slightly better ability to capture the O2 molecule. The
large size of our models (around 600 atoms) and the many
possible reactions pathways mean that a full study of CO
reactivity would be computationally prohibitive. We note,
however, that the preference for oxygen adsorption at the
perimeter (type III and IV) as well as the presence of
dissociatively adsorbed oxygen molecules (type II) are likely to
play an important role in reactivity.
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In summary, we have investigated the morphology of Au
NPs using the formation energies of low-index Au surfaces and
the adhesion energy of interfaces between Au and ZnO
surfaces. The morphology of the free Au NP is truncatedoctahedral, whereas the morphology of the supported Au NP
can involve three diﬀerent orientations normal to the ZnO
surface: (001), (110), and (111). The calculated adhesion
energies show that the interface between Au(111) and
ZnO(101̅0) is the most energetically stable with Ead = 0.8 J
m−2. The interstitial in ZnO is energetically stable and can lead
to the growth of ZnO around the Au NPs in O-rich conditions.
Overall, this study provides atomistic insight into the structure
and properties of ZnO-supported Au NPs relevant for CO
oxidation.
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